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Abstract 

This work strives to present information design and user experience (UX) techniques to 

improve continuity of design and usability, before migrating a cross-functional internal reference 

library to a new content management system (CMS). Expert-curated content accessed through 

LinkedIn Learning, combined with scholarly research, result in a complimentary style guide for 

use in the workplace.  
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Research Questions 

This project’s focus is two-fold; 1) establish scope for a style guide, as it relates to 

document development and revision, following migration of an internal reference library to a 

new content management system (CMS), and 2) learn appropriate methods and mechanisms to 

improve usability, function and design while navigating a large content library. Specifically, I 

seek information to answer the following questions, organized by project focus. 

Style Guide Design and Development: 

1. What aspects of design and organization should a style guide dictate?  

2. How much flexibility should a style guide leave a designer/developer? 

3. Does a style guide typically include mock-ups or site templates? 

4. What platform is best used to design a style guide? 

5. How are controls established? 

On User Experience (UX) Methods and Mechanisms: 

6. How do designers/content creators accommodate users of varying skill levels/needs? 

7. How do specific user demographics (Boomers, Gen x and Millennials) prefer to learn?  

8. Do best practices exist for organizing digital catalogs of information? 

9. How are interactive writing techniques, like hyperlinking and tagging, best used? 

10. How does color, motion, alignment and consistency influence a user’s experience?  

By answering these questions, I will produce a draft of the workplace style guide, intended to 

govern content designed for the internal reference libraries, post-CMS migration. 
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Literature Review 

The following sections are organized to align with previously established areas of focus; 

style guide design and development and user experience (UX) methods and mechanisms. 

Style Guide Design and Development 

Before beginning design of the reference library style guide, foundational understanding 

of its materials and uses were considered. According to Nodder (2018), a style guide addresses 

“content and branding”; whereas, a design system directs “architecture and layout” (Section 1). 

“Content” defines the type of information contained in a system, and is meant to include/exclude 

information according to subject matter/theme, function, user group and time period. “Branding” 

refers to the purposeful messaging and experience offered by the organization to a targeted group 

of users. “Architecture”, in web development, describes the framework of a system; explaining 

how elements will interact with, and complement one another. “Layout” prescribes the 

“blueprint” of a webpage/design, provided it contains specifics elements. Since I does not 

possess the technical experience to complete a design system, which generally integrates 

programming language, the style guide will limit advice to address only visual elements, 

abandoning the notion of a complete and complimentary design system.  

The breadth and depth of a style guide is dictated by the system it intends to control 

(Manuel, 2015). A style guide focused on brand identity looks different than guidance for an 

intranet reference library because organizational objectives are different for “internal” users 

(employees) than “external” users (customers). Where logo placement, color scheme and mission 

statement are prioritized on a customer-facing webpage, they are less often emphasized on 

employee-facing intranet sites, knowing users are intimately familiar with these foundational 

branding elements.  
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No matter the system, it is good practice to develop a “position statement”, explaining 

desired purpose and tone (French, 2019). In this context, “purpose” identifies the 

system/platform/vehicle/application governed [by the style guide], and “tone” refers to the voice 

and affect preferred when designers create content accessed through the system. The position 

statement [and subsequent style guide] should avoid using language with negative connotation. 

While a style guide is intended to offer perimeters for creating new content, the designer should 

not sense any punitory implication. Considerations driving purpose and tone, and thus the 

position statement, include: 

x User Base – “Who is accessing the system?” 

x Intent – “What motives users to access the system?” 

x Skill Level – “What skill level or baseline knowledge do users possess?” 

x Location/Time – “When and where are users accessing the system?” 

Details like naming convention(s), typography choice(s), color and imagery usage, and 

application of negative space are fairly standard topics when developing a style guide (Marsh, 

2016). Manuel (2015), recommends reviewing industry “standard” guides, like the Chicago 

Manual of Style (2017) or the Associated Press (AP) Stylebook (2020) to choose controls 

appropriate for [reference library] project. Insights of particular interest include guidelines for 

acronym usage (The Chicago Manual of Style, 2017, Part II) – never should an acronym appear 

[in a work] before it has been properly defined, and Part I.3, “Illustrations and Tables”, 

highlighting labeling and annotations variations, based on the depth of information referenced. 

Some organizations subscribe to a standard style guide, and supplement direction with 

addendums specific to their line of work. 

Distribution, delivery and maintenance of a style guide can influence its development. 

Therefore, designers should contemplate how reference library contributors will access the style 
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guide before settling on a document type (French, 2019). If web access is preferred, Adobe 

InDesign is recommended to create an interactive portable document format (PDF). This 

medium affords easy revision, distribution and version control; necessary to eliminate outdated 

copies of the style guide from influencing current projects. 

Designers are also encouraged to explore existing [style guide] templates, from the 

Adobe Stock and Creative Market libraries, to expedite the design process and capitalize on time. 

Upon first review, both platforms offered templates focused on logo/brand guidelines; nothing 

similar to the needs of this project. Instead, the Web Style Guide (Lynch & Horton, n.d.) served 

as a better resource. Specifically, the section about Editorial Style where content chunking and 

composition are discussed.  

Content chunking is a well-known design technique (Lidwell, Butler, & Holden, 2003) 

intended to improve user retention by combining information into visible sections, which are 

easier for the brain recall. For example, “people can remember a list of five words for thirty 

seconds, but few can remember a list of ten words for thirty seconds. By breaking the list of ten 

words into multiple, smaller chunks, recall performance is … equivalent to the single list of 

words”. (p. 40) In the case of digital content, Lynch & Horton (n.d) recommend this method, 

accompanied by thoughtful headings and lists , as it “favor[s] both scanning and methodical 

readers by adding visible structure to the online reading experience” (Section 10). 

User Experience (UX) Methods and Mechanisms 

Before migrating to a content management system (CMS), information architecture must 

be thoughtfully planned. Several organizational techniques were discovered, defined below: 

“Categorical” organization means information is arranged according to type of content. 

“When you think of a retail store like H&M, you probably imagine its menu as a set of 
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categories: “Men, Women, Kids, Sale”, and so on… When you click those categories, you 

expect to see content that fits” (Marsh, 2016, p. 87). This technique works well when users all 

agree content belongs to a specific category. It presents challenges when content is ambiguous, 

or users disagree about its application/use. 

“Alphabetical” organization calls to mind the index of a book; content appears by title, 

from beginning to end of the alphabet. This technique is successful when all users apply the 

same nomenclature to a process. Meaning, they all associate the same “title” or “phase”. This 

system is less helpful when user groups apply different vernacular to describe the same process. 

“Chronological” architecture only works if content always follows the same sequence of 

events; something must consistently happen “first, next, then, later, finally, and after”. When 

designing for many users who need access to the same content, but follow a unique set of 

processes, this system is not recommended. Choose chronological architecture only when 

content is uncomplicated and processes are static. 

 “Task-based” architecture is best applied when the human-centered design technique, 

affinity clustering, proves commonality between content (Luma Institute, 2012, p.41). This 

method reduces hesitation [by users] to follow a process, since the system is designed according 

to predisposed “mental models” or internal biases. It follows a process already known to the 

user.   

“Search-based” systems work well when content breadth is so complex it is difficult to 

logically organize using another method. Think YouTube, “If YouTube only had categories 

(Funny Sad, Ads, Movies, etc.) it would actually be harder to use [because categories are 

subjective] and would require a lot of work to keep [users happy]!” (p. 87)  

An organization’s objectives and users’ needs dictate the best, most appropriate 

information architecture. For example, a task-based plan suits a user group with varying needs; 
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whereas, a chronological system is appropriate for users expecting the same outcome 

(accomplishing the same task). And while alphabetical organization make sense to a CMS 

administrator, any regulatory efficiency earned might compete with the interests of the end user. 

(Marsh, 2016, p. 87). 

Related to system design, information cataloging – capturing “relationships between 

concepts and words” (Zock & Bilac, 2007, p. 2), is known to produce better data queries and 

improve user experience. To effectively catalog information, designers must know what 

motivates a user to access content. Users seek information to browse, search and discover 

(Marsh, 2016, p. 162); defined below: 

“Browsing” indicates a user is not looking for a specific piece of information, but rather, 

scanning content to better know what exists. Generally, someone browsing is not rushing to 

complete a task, and will only focus on eye-catching elements [of a design]. When creating 

content for this type of user, “make scanning easy and keep content quick and visual. [Do not] 

overcrowd the page… magnify details.” (p. 162). 

“Searching” means a user is interested only in content related to a specific task, question 

or outcome. Since someone “searching” knows what they need, designers should prominently 

display critical information and offer content filters, to eliminate information unrelated to the 

user’s needs. Unlike developing content for someone browsing, “searchers” are not discouraged 

by a dense web layout. “Ignore any ideas you may have about what looks ‘cluttered’; if the 

information is useful, it [is not] clutter” (p.166).  

“Discovery” refers to users searching for something specific, but also interested in 

accessing related content. “This [happens] when you find the sofa [you are] looking for and also 

buy the … nested end- tables from the same showroom” (p. 162). Discovery appeals to users’ 

subliminal drive to learn and consume more information. Designers can satisfy a “discoverer” by 
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suggesting related content, implementing a categorial “tagging” system, hyperlinking 

information, or by asking about the user’s interests and offering content, accordingly. 

Once a framework is established, attention is paid to overall design and web layout. The 

hierarchy of visual importance (Marsh, 2016, p. 112 - 123) suggests users first, pay attention to 

the largest “thing” on the screen, followed by the item(s) with most contrast, and lastly, to the 

detail in [physical or perceived] motion (p. 123). Strategic asset alignment also commands user 

attention. For example, a misaligned asset is quickly noticed, where a group of neatly aligned 

assets blend in. Finally, users tend to read in “z” or “f”-shaped patterns, so critical information 

should fall within the pattern or be lost (p. 121). These ideas align with several Gestalt [design] 

Principles of Perception; including closure, proximity, good continuation, figure-ground 

relationship, and common fate.  

The Gestalt Principles of Perception are established industry techniques, grounded in 

behavioral psychology, intended to predict users’ experience with design: 

Closure, like strategic asset alignment (Marsh, 2016, p. 123), suggests humans “[tend] to 

perceive a set of individual elements as a single, recognizable pattern, rather than multiple, 

individual elements” (Lidwell, Butler, & Holden, 2003, p.44). Meaning, content arranged in a 

pattern – deliberately or not, will appear as part of the same process/system to an average user. 

To differentiate unrelated content, adequate space should exist to “break” users’ inclination to 

presume association where none belongs. 

Similarly, the principle of proximity proposes “elements [placed] close together are 

perceived [as] more related than elements … farther apart” (Lidwell, Butler, & Holden, 2003, p. 

196). This idea implores designers to place labels and related instructions near objects they 

intend to define. Good continuation expands this thought to include “elements arranged in a 

straight line or … smooth curve are perceived as a group, and … interpreted as … more related 
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than elements not on the line or curve” (Lidwell, Butler, & Holden, p. 116). This explains why 

applications like Microsoft Excel offer filters to display data points in ascending or descending 

order. Components are simply better processed [by the human brain] when arranged in an 

undisturbed path. 

The figure-ground relationship principle addresses visual asset size and placement, 

declaring “elements are perceived as either figures (objects of focus) or ground (the rest of the 

perceptual field)” (Lidwell, Butler, & Holden, 2003, p. 96). “Figures” are considered the loudest, 

largest, best-defined visual assets, placed above the [design’s] horizon line. They usually 

represent a title, logo or most important piece of content. Whereas, “ground” elements are less 

defined or shapeless, and exist below the [design’s] horizon line; think body text, aesthetic 

treatments/filters, and supporting information. Calling back to the hierarchy of visual 

importance, as established by Marsh (2016, p. 112 - 123), figure-ground relationship is closely 

oriented with establishing the “largest ‘thing’ on the screen”; the first element determined to 

capture users’ attention. 

Finally, common fate realizes “elements [moving] the same direction are perceived [as] 

more related than elements [moving] in different directions or stationery” (Lidwell, Butler, & 

Holden, 2003, p. 50). This relates to English-speaking users’ presumption to consume content in 

the same direction (left to right) and formation (“z” or “f”-shaped) as they read (Marsh, 2016, p. 

121).  

When developing new content for the reference libraries, user learning preferences will 

guide decision making. Most user groups span many generations, experience levels, and abilities, 

so flexibility in design and delivery is necessary. According to Tolbize (2008), younger 

generations value giving and receiving feedback when learning, where older generations are less 

likely to contribute (p. 6). Yet, all generations prefer learning “hard” skills independently, by 
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reading manuals and workbooks, but prefer “soft” skills be delivered through peer interaction or 

on-the-job training (p. 14). This suggests only technical documents should remain in the 

reference library, once migrated to a new content management system (CMS). Meaning, content 

explaining “soft skills” is best delivered as a webinar or as a learning video, administered 

through a learning management system (LSM), instead of the reference library.  

Despite users’ age, Oblinger believes (2004) “[w]e have begun to view learning as something 

… constructed, an active process in which the learner develops his or her own understanding by 

assembling facts, experience and practice.” (Section 4), suggesting a modern user benefits from 

performing their own research and synthesizing information. This is good argument for applying 

hyperlinks and document “tagging” as breadcrumbs for an interested learner. This technique 

affords the user space to gather as much or as little information necessary to perform their job 

function. However, this practice overlooks users only motivated to “browse” or “search” (Marsh, 

2016), instead designing for those who “discover”.  

Returning to address varying user skill level and abilities, thoughtful design decisions can 

improve accessibility for differently-abled people. As a general rule, consistent, dependable 

design choices, like offering the same options in a page header, footer and menu (Featherstone, 

2015, Section 2.3), or applying a familiar page layout (Section 5.3) help those with low-vision 

navigate a page. But consistency benefits more than differently-abled people; it is a universal 

design principle affecting aesthetic, functional, internal and external design (Lidwell, Butler, & 

Holden, 2003, p. 56). For example, “source ordering”, a strategy used to help those with low-

vision anticipate what happens next (Section 3), demonstrates functional consistency, too, since 

it relies on familiar workflows and user comfortability [with an existing process] (Lidwell, 

Butler, & Holden, 2003). And for those with color-blindness, high-contrast layouts mean users 
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are better able to discern content (Section 5.4), and also represent aesthetic consistency when 

reliably applied to all elements in a system (Lidwell, Butler, & Holden, 2003, p. 56). 

Literature read during the research phase of this project will aid in creation of a style 

guide, shaping development of new and redesigned reference library content, focused on 

cohesive formatting, purposeful messaging and user experience design. Check out “Methods” for 

insight on how research questions are fulfilled. 
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Research Methods 

Since submitting the Capstone Project Proposal, research methods shifted to better align 

with the semester’s length (15-weeks). Instead of conducting/analyzing a user survey and 

interviewing [reference library] contributors, expert-curated content [from LinkedIn Learning], 

focused on user experience (UX) design, style guides and design systems was used to address 

outstanding research questions. Additional scholarly resources like, Universal Principles of 

Design  (Lidwell, Butler, & Holden, 2003), Innovating for People: Handbook for Human-

Centered Design Methods (Luma Institute, 2012) and UX for Beginners (Marsh, 2015) were 

cited to reinforce information design theory. 

“UX Foundations: Style Guides and Design Systems”, presented by Chris Nodder (2018), 

defines the perimeters of style guide, usually limited to “content and branding”; whereas, a 

design system directs “architecture and layout” (Section 1). Before accessing this resource, 

research felt aimless. As mentioned during the Literature Review, these insights reveal I do not 

possess the technical experience to complete a design system, since it generally integrates 

programming language. Therefore, the style guide will only include direction on content and 

branding. This resource is responsible for satisfying research questions, “What aspects of design 

and organization should a style guide dictate?” and “Does a style guide typically include mock-

ups or site templates?”. 

“Developing a Style Guide”, presented by Nigel French (2019), offers a high-level 

overview of a style guide’s contents, including common naming conventions, typography 

choices [title/body/captions], color and imagery usage, and document templates. The course 

encourages development of a position statement and tone, referencing a “standard” style manual, 

like The Chicago Manual of Style [for formatting ideas], and using Adobe InDesign to create the 

style guide. This resource affords enough information to begin an outline of the proposed style 
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guide, and answers research questions, “How much flexibility should a style guide leave a 

designer/developer?” and “What platform is best used to design as style guide?” 

“UX Foundations: Accessibility”, presented by Derek Featherstone (2015), explains the 

difference between accessibility and usability, in terms of UX design. It offers accessibility 

considerations like placement of a reliable webpage header, footer and toolbar; source ordering 

for those with low-vision (Section 5.3); effective high-contrast visual design elements for color 

blind users (Section 5.4); and building alternate methods to accomplish a task (Section 5.5). This 

resources partially meets research question, “How to design for users of varying skill 

levels/needs”. These ideas are well-supported through application of consistency, chunking and 

proximity throughout the design process (Lidwell, Butler, & Holden, 2003). 

Additional research concentrates on learning appropriate methods and mechanisms to 

improve usability, function and design of an online reference library. UX for Beginners (Marsh, 

2016) defines information architecture by alphabetical, categorical, chronological, search-based 

and task-based design; addressing research question, “Do best practices exist for organizing 

digital catalogs of information?” Alphabetical and categorical infrastructure is not appropriate 

[for the reference library], since the organization has not established a universal language to 

describe its processes; chronological organization, too, is difficult to accomplish, since factions 

of the reference library user group complete tasks in different sequential order. And search-based 

architecture is only suggested when content commonalty does not exist or is difficult to define. 

Fortunately, this is not the case. Since the reference library user group contains people with 

varying skills levels and needs, task-based design is recommended. 

Intended to narrow design options and identify suitable [style guide] formatting, industry 

standard guides, the Chicago Manual of Style (2017) and the Associated Press Stylebook (2020), 

were compared to determine best practices; and since Adobe Stock templates were recommended 
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by an earlier source (French, 2019), several options were reviewed to define requirements for  

the [reference library] style guide. Although styles guides are considered “living documents”, 

meaning they will likely endure many revisions and iterations, the following design 

considerations will appear in today’s (December 2020) draft: 

x Position 

x Theme & Subject 

x Information Architecture  

x Page Features 

x Layout  

x Interactive Text 

x Color Palette 

x Typography 

x Iconography 

x Naming Conventions 

x Acronyms and Abbreviations 

x Infographics 

x Imagery 

While LinkedIn Learning courseware was a good starting point for research, it lacks the 

theory and nuance necessary to deliver a comprehensive style guide. Therefore, development 

relies heavily on my experience as a user of the reference libraries and techniques learned from 

the Universal Principles of Design (Lidwell, Butler, & Holden, 2003), Innovating for People: 

Handbook for Human-Centered Design Methods (Luma Institute, 2012), Web Style Guide 

(Lynch & Horton, n.d.), and UX for Beginners (Marsh, 2016).  
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Research Outcomes 

As planned, research performed and presented in this paper lead to a workplace style 

guide, governing content designed for the internal reference libraries, post-CMS migration. The 

style guide is composed of thirteen major components, defined under Research Methods. Below, 

each section [of the style guide] is explained, including its contents and intentions. While all 

outcomes are based in sound information design theory, some are influenced by my instructional 

design tenure, experience as a user, and content contributor to the reference libraries. Where 

applicable, their impact is noted. 

Position  

 A position statement sets the tone for information relayed by the design system (French, 

2019). A strong position statement considers the organization’s objective(s), the system’s 

purpose, and the users’ motivation(s) to interact with the system. In this case, the organization’s 

mission is to “provide access to affordable health care and continually work to improve the 

health and healthcare of resident in the communities we serve.” (Excellus BCBS, 2020). Our 

“system” is the internal reference libraries. Presently, it contains many sections, organized by 

line of business – (medical, dental and pharmacy), customer type (member or provider) and 

contract type (commercial, safety net, pharmacy, dental and Medicare). It intends to deliver 

quick access to reference material when maintaining a customer’s contract. The user group 

includes employees of Operational Excellence, a division of the organization tasked with 

servicing various types of health insurance products; including medical, dental and pharmacy 

plans, for a variety of employer groups, families and individuals purchasing insurance through 

the New York State of Health Exchange (NYSOH). Users are motivated to access the reference 

libraries, in short, to supply easy and effortless customer service.  
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Common themes when comparing organization, system and user intents are:  

x “quick”, “easy” and “effortless”;  

x “communities”, “groups” and “families”;  

x “improve”, deliver” and “access”. 

Next, user skill level and experience is considered (Marsh, 2016). 

 Users of the reference libraries are not clinicians and have limited professional 

experience. While some are college-educated or vocationally-trained, many are not, suggesting 

the reference libraries need fill a broad knowledge gap, while still offering flexibility for fluent, 

experienced users. Derived from these insights, the following position statement was crafted 

(Figure 1): 

 

Figure 1 

Theme & Subject 

 Though related to the position statement, theme and subject matter specify the tone and 

type of information best relayed through the reference libraries. If not well-established, designers 

and content creators might later, misinterpret intent, causing a disorganized and less purposeful 

experience for the user. Tone should remain helpful, approachable, but direct; avoiding 

courtesies like “please” and “thank you”; using imperative language, to dissuade any question or 
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confusion; and avoiding passive phrasing, where the “subject [of a sentence] is a recipient of a 

verb’s action… [instead of] acting on the verb” (Traffis, 2020, para. 1). Below, the style guide 

offers examples of active, versus passive phrasing (Figure 2): 

 

Figure 2 

Knowing the reference libraries are used to relay information [to the user] during a 

customer interaction, only permanent information supporting this cause is permissible. In 

addition to the reference libraries, the organization supports many channels of [mass] 

communication, including corporate and divisional blogs, and a learning management system 

(LMS), all with their own purpose. All information displaced from the reference libraries should 

be organized as follows (Figure 3): 
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Figure 3 

Information Architecture 

 Information architecture defines the method of organization all elements in a design 

system follow. Currently, the reference libraries contain thousands of documents with guidance 

for many divisions, multiple products and lines of business. While some documents define 

shared processes [among divisions, products and lines of business], others are specific to 

division, product, line of business, and/or a user role(s). Affinity Clustering, a method used to  

“gather …and organize [large amounts of data] into group or themes based on their 

relationships” (Dam & Siang, 2020) is recommended for all documents within the reference 

libraries before CMS-migration, to establish meaningful framework. For now, the style guide 

includes proposed architecture (Figure 4), based on my instructional design tenure, experience as 

a user, and content contributor to the reference libraries. Decisions about design framework will 

later inform protocol for interactive text. 
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Figure 4 

Page Features 

Before considering page layout, required and optional features are established and 

defined. Some features are needed on all pages, as they aid in categorical designation and 

accessibility of information, while other features are optional, based on the document’s breadth 

and depth.  Figure 5 organizes features according to necessity; click the feature to access its 

definition, or read on, below: 

 
Figure 5 

 

Title  

A word, phrase or set of words addressing or referring to specific document. Find additional 

information under Naming Conventions.  

Required

Title
Summary
Objectives

Document Tag(s)
Content
Footer

Optional

Subtitle

Section Title

Visual Asset(s)

Index
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Subtitle  

A word, phrase or set of words further describing or defining a document’s contents. Find 

additional information under Naming Conventions. 

Section Title  

A word, phrase or set of words addressing or referring to a specific section of a document. Find 

additional information under Naming Conventions. 

Summary  

A brief description of a document and its objectives; no more than 100 words. 

Objectives  

A bulleted list of no less than three, no more than five goals, defining the purpose of a document, 

written from the user’s perspective. Think, “What can the user accomplish by referencing this 

information?” 

Index 

An accounting of all document sections, arranged in chronological order and hyperlinked to their 

content for quick and easy navigation; only necessary for documents containing more than one 

section. 

Visual Asset(s) 

Images, illustrations, graphs, tables and diagrams used to complement or further describe 

content. Find additional information under Imagery and Infographics. 

Content  

Written components of a document. See Layout for placement strategies. 

Footer 

Space reserved, at the bottom of a page, for easy navigation to related reference material, and 

quick reporting of document maintenance requests and usability feedback. 
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Document Tag(s) 

A keyword or category describing a document; usually displayed in close proximity to the 

document title; several tags may apply to one document. Find additional information under 

Interactive Text. 

Layout 

Information design theory dictates, “medium [be] divide[d] into thirds, both vertically 

and horizontally, creating an invisible grid of nine rectangles and four intersections” (Lidwell, 

Butler, & Holden, 2003, p. 208). Elements within a document should follow the grid alignment, 

or be purposely misaligned, when emphasis of a specific element/subject is intended. In Figure 6, 

the green circles represent areas of alignment, while the blue circle is intentionally misaligned, it 

stress its importance. 

 

Figure 6 
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Interactive Text  

 Interactive text, or “hypermedia” is used to create non-linear paths for users to follow 

content; a popular learning preference, according to Oblinger (2004). The style guide addresses 

common methods including tagging, hyperlinking and hover boxes. 

Tagging 

To satisfy "discovery" (Marsh, 2016, p. 162 - 166) and reinforce design framework, 

tagging, an information cataloging technique (Zock & Bilac, 2007), associates related documents 

by assigning each a shared keyword or phrase. All documents in the reference library are 

required to carry a tag or tags, so users may identify related content and determine whether the 

document pertains to their role and desired task. Tags should mirror any established information 

architecture. For example, a document describing how to generate a custom physician directory, 

would include the following tags (Figure 7), indicating the process is a “core” function of the 

Commercial line of business, and is accomplished using the [customer-facing] website. 

 

Figure 7 
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Users can select “Using the Website” to produce all documents sharing this tag. Therefore, 

satisfying their desire for “discovery”. Although dictated by CMS search perimeters (presently 

undefined), ideally, a user could filter inquiry results to include/exclude only tags affiliated with 

their area(s) of interest.  

Hyperlinking 

Hyperlinking, “an embedded command [allowing users] to jump somewhere else on the 

[internet or in a document]…” (What is a Hyperlink? - Definition & Explanation, 2016) is 

typically applied to encourage users with less experience and/or insight to find additional 

information about a concept or process. A hyperlink is only able to associate one resource. 

Therefore, the content chosen must be succinct and directly support the affiliated keyword or 

phrase. Unlike document tagging, hyperlinking will not afford users access to all related 

resources; only one, specifically curated by the content creator. The style guide dictates when, 

and when not to include a hyperlink, informed by Lynch & Horton (n.d.) (Figure 8): 

 

Figure 8 

Hover Boxes 

Hover boxes are practical to quickly define a word or offer a brief explanation, “by 

coding a keyword or phrase to produce [an] additional hidden text layer, which becomes visible 
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on [cursor] hover” (Fronteos.com, 2015). Unlike, hyperlinking or tagging, where supplemental 

information is offered for further discovery, hover boxes share information critical to 

understanding content; key for novice users. Designer are encouraged to apply hover boxes to 

define a word, clarify a time period, explain an acronym, share a shortcut or “tip”, and/or display 

a small visual asset to further illustrate a keyword or phrase.  

Color Palette 

 The reference libraries color palette follows corporate guidelines, as outlined in the 

Interactive Brand Guidelines; illustrated below (Figure 9): 

 

Figure 9 

Typography 

 Typography choices for the reference libraries follow corporate guidelines, as outlined in 

the Interactive Brand Guidelines, but expand to offer specific guidance for font size, according to 

Learn UI Design (Kennedy, 2020) (Figure 10): 
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Figure 10 

Iconography 

 According to corporate guidelines, iconography “is used to support information or to 

emphasize key points” (Excellus BCBS, 2020). The reference libraries style guide points 

designers and content creators to the icon library, available through the corporate intranet site. 

Naming Conventions 

 Over time, through workforce attrition and corporate reorganization, the naming 

convention of titles within the reference libraries has changed, but never documented or applied 

to existing content. Often times, titles are not a good representation of a document’s [current] 

intentions and/or components. Generally, titles should “contain carefully chosen keywords and 

themes from the page, form a concise, plainly worded description of the page contents, and be 

unique [from other titles within its design system]” (Lynch & Horton, n.d., Section 10).  By 

applying a consistent naming practice, users can quickly scan a document’s title to discern 

whether it meets their needs.  
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Acronyms and Abbreviations 

 Following the Chicago Manual of Style (2017) all acronyms must appear capitalized, 

without a space (Section 10.2). Acronyms must be defined once; title or phrase appearing first, in 

all works. If the title or phase is a proper noun, the definition is capitalized, accordingly. 

Otherwise, lowercase spelling is appropriate (Figure 11).  

 

Figure 11 

 Abbreviations, unless included in the latest edition of the Merriam-Webster Dictionary 

[as widely accepted], are not used in the reference libraries (Section 10.3). As with acronyms, 

any abbreviation is defined first, in every work, before using it as reference. Content creators and 

designers can apply a hover box to display an acronym or abbreviation’s definition (Figure 12): 

 

Figure 12 

Infographics 

 Infographics, like illustrations, tables, and graphs are helpful to organize a complex 

process, categorize information or analyze data. However, elaborate details are confusing to read, 

especially without clear guidance to preserve accessibility (Featherstone, 2015). Style guide 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/
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recommendations are based on the Chicago Manual of Style (2017), and while naming and 

labeling options are discussed as part of the style guide, “Illustrations and Tables” (Sections 3.1 -

3.88) should be referenced as a source of truth, since infographic development is quite involved. 

Naming 

All infographics must carry a name; either a short title or “figure”, defined by a number. 

The title should appear left-aligned and below the infographic. (Figure 13)  

 

Figure 13 

Infographics must appear immediately following their first [textual] reference, and center-

aligned with content. When referring, in-text, to an infographic, its name must be referenced.  

Labeling 

 Although tempting, color alone cannot be used to distinguish information. In fact, too 

much color variance sends mixed messages to the user – “Where should I look?”, and instigates 

trouble for color-blind users (Featherstone, 2015, Section 5.4). Instead, the following labeling 

techniques are preferred: 

x Iconography – Replaces traditional annotations as a label, and is recognizable by all, 

despite language or literacy. (Figure 14) 
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Figure 14 

x Pattern – Uses a contrasting motif to discern objects from one another, accounting for 

color-blindness (Figure 15). 

 

Figure 15 

x Letters or Numbers – Assigns a number/letter to design elements, relying on a legend to 

interpret information (Figure 16) 
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Figure 16 

Whenever able, annotations should exist within close(st) proximity to the information 

they describe (Lidwell, Butler, & Holden, 2003, p. 196 - 197).  Labels are either directly or 

indirectly applied. Available blank space will steer the label’s location within the design. Direct 

labeling – affixing an annotation to a design element, makes sense when the infographic has 

plenty of open area. Whereas, indirect labeling – using an arrow or line to point from a design 

element to its annotation, best serves a crowed image (Figure 17).  

 

Figure 17 

Legend 

 A legend or key describes the selected labeling technique. Legends must be left-aligned 

and appear inside the infographic; not free standing (Figure 18).  

B

C

A
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Figure 18 

Imagery 

 Although discussed in the Interactive Brand Guidelines, imagery found in the reference 

libraries is far more practical than aspirational. Typical materials includes screenshots from our 

operating system and ancillary applications, or of our customer-facing website(s). Instead of 

describing a “mood”, the style guide explains what details must be scrubbed from images before 

placement in the reference libraries (Figure 19) 

 

Figure 19 

The style guide also dictates design aesthetics, after information is scrubbed (Figure 20). 
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Figure 20 

 
Conclusion and Next Steps 

 Although the first iteration of the reference libraries style guide is complete, many details, crucial to 

its success are left unresolved. Namely, the selection of and migration to a new content management system 

(CMS), subscription to an editorial style guide (to supplement our own), institution (or revision) of proposed 

information architecture, and development of a document maintenance plan. All are discussed in the coming 

paragraphs. 

Selection of a New CMS 

While the style guide presents document templates and interactive text options, not all 

CMS platforms are created equally. Some offer endless customization options, but require the 

technical prowess of a web developer to access these features. Others are easy use, without 

understanding programming language, but offer less flexibility. Meaning, the organization would 

likely be bound to whatever templates, content models (information architecture), hypertext 

options, and environments come “loaded” to the CMS. It’s difficult to plan ahead, not knowing 

the outcome. Upon selection, the style guide will likely require adaption.  
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If appropriate, based on CMS capacity interactive text should expand to include the use 

of transclusion, “where a portion of one document [is included] as part of the body of a second 

document” (Tatum, 2020, para. 1). This technique was deliberately excluded from the scope of 

this project, not knowing the result of CMS selection and based on content creators’ skillset(s). 

CMS selection, too, may well dictate the type of workforce required to maintain the 

reference libraries. The organization may need the experience and guidance of a dedicated web 

developer, while also employing a staff of technical writers to address organizational goals and 

user needs. This project, of course, fell short of any qualitative observations, interviewing or 

usability testing to guide its outcome(s). Before proceeding, the CMS selection committee should 

backtrack to address these steps before making assumptions about its user group. 

Subscription to an Editorial Style Guide 

 The style guide’s contents were selected based on my own experience as a user and 

content creator, but do not include all guidance necessary to create a cohesive digital experience. 

As recommended by Manuel (2015), the organization should select and subscribe to an industry 

standard style guide. Many aspects of reference libraries style guide are based on the Chicago 

Manual of Style, making it a good candidate for consideration. Fortunately, small-group rates are 

inexpensive. Once confirmed, the reference libraries style guide will include instructions for 

access.  

Institution of Proposed Information Architecture 

Presently, the organization does not recognize an established design framework. This, 

primarily accounts for many of the reference libraries short-comings. Without guidance, content 

creators catalog and organize information largely independent from one another, and without 

https://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/help-tools/subscription.html%23:~:text=NEW%20individual%20subscribers%20to%20The%20Chicago%20Manual%20of,of%202%20to%2050%20people%20by%20annual%20subscription.
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formulaic consideration of other documents within the system, creating a laborious user 

experience. If information architecture is not established (and well documented), these issues 

will persist well after CMS migration. Although a plan is a proposed as part of this project, 

existing documents should be cataloged, using affinity clustering, to confirm advice is tailored to 

meet organizational and user needs.  

Development of a Document Maintenance Plan 

As the reference libraries age and grow in their new environment, as will document 

standards and requirements. Aside from this project, it is important to establish a sound process 

for document maintenance and review, including style guide expansion and emendation. It’s 

been my experience, while managing a content catalog through the organization’s learning 

management system (LMS), without an official process, maintenance often falls to the wayside, 

risking information become outdated or irrelevant.  

Parting Thoughts 

 Though this project had ended, additional planning and research must continue to support 

successful migration and user adaptation of the reference libraries in their new home. Overall 

content strategy must be decided, and perhaps, expanded to include the LMS and all blog 

communications; followed by workforce alignment; and finally, a reliable document 

maintenance plan. In short, the climb has just begun.  
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Appendix A 

The following appendix contains the full and complete Libraries Style Guide. 



Libraries Style Guide
Documentation, Learning & Performance

Version 1.0
December 2020



Contents
This document governs all
information relayed using 
the internal reference 
libraries.

The following pages contain 
guidelines and tools for 
designing content, including 
desk level and standard 
operating procedures, visual 
assets and indexes.

For advice not otherwise 
offered through this guide, 
reference the Chicago 
Manual of Style.

2
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Theme & Subject 4
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- Title
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- Objectives
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- Footer
- Subtitle
- Section Title
- Visual Asset(s)
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- Tagging
- Hyperlinking
- Hover Boxes

Color Palette 26
Typography 27
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Acronyms & Abbreviations 30
Infographics 33

- Naming
- Labeling
- Label Proximity
- Legend

Imagery 39

https://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/book/ed17/frontmatter/toc.html


Position
Users of the reference libraries 
are not clinicians and have 
limited professional experience. 
While some are college-
educated or vocationally-
trained, many are not. 

The libraries must fill a broad 
knowledge gap, while still 
offering flexibility for fluent, 
experienced users. 

Offer quick & easy access 
to information, for users 
of all skill levels, while 
providing service to our 
customers.

3



Theme & Subject

4



Theme
To create a unified voice, 
“theme” defines the tone 
and personality of all content 
accessed through the 
reference libraries.

Helpful

Approachable

Direct
- Avoid courtesies, like “please” & “thank you”

- Use imperative language

- Avoid passive phrasing:

“Send the email to …” 

“The email is sent to”

5



Subject
Only permanent information 
accessed [by the user] during
a customer interaction is 
appropriate for placement in 
the reference libraries. 

Temporary, non-critical and 
developmental materials are 
stored elsewhere. 

Corporate Blog
Urgent or temporary notification pertinent to all employees

Urgent or temporary notifications pertinent only to the division

Foundational/developmental curricula, courseware & materials

Divisional Blog

Cornerstone LMS

6



Information Architecture
Information architecture 
defines the method of 
organization all elements in a 
design system follow.

Decisions about design 
framework will later inform 
protocol for interactive text 
options.

7



Page Features

8



Page Features
The following pages describe 
features applied during 
content layout.

Some features are needed 
on all pages, as they aid in 
categorial designation & 
information accessibility, 
while others are optional, 
based on the breadth & 
depth of content.

Click the feature to access its
definition and layout 
guidelines.

Required
Title

Summary

Objectives

Document Tag(s)

Content

Footer

Optional
Subtitle

Section Title

Visual Asset(s)

Index

9



Title
A title is a word, phrase or 
set of words addressing or 
referring to a specific 
document.

For more information see 
Naming Conventions.

10

Title
Subtitle

Document Tags

Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Summary

Visual Asset

Index

Section Title



Summary
A summary is a brief 
description of a document 
and its objectives; no more 
than 100 words.

It’s located after the title, 
document tags and 
objectives.

11

Title
Subtitle

Document Tags

Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Summary

Visual Asset

Index

Section Title



Objectives
Objectives are a bulleted 
listed of no less than three, 
no more than five goals, 
defining the purpose of a 
document, written from the 
user’s perspective. 

Think, "What can [the user] 
accomplish by referencing 
this information?”

12

Title
Subtitle

Document Tags

Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Summary

Visual Asset

Index

Section Title



Document Tag(s)
Document tag(s) are a 
keyword or category 
describing a document; 
usually displayed in close 
proximity to the document 
title. 

Several tags may apply to 
one document.

Find additional information 
under Interactive Text.

13

Title
Subtitle

Document Tags

Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Summary

Visual Asset

Index

Section Title



Content
Content is the written 
component(s) of a 
document; sometimes 
called “copy”.

See Layout for placement 
strategies.

14

Summary

Index

Section Title

Content Visual Asset

Section Title



Footer
A footer is space reserved, 
at the bottom of all pages, 
for easy navigation to 
related reference material, 
and quick reporting of 
document maintenance 
requests and usability 
feedback.

15

Content Visual Asset

Section Title

Content

Footer



Subtitle
A subtitle is a word, phrase 
or set of words further 
describing or defining a 
document’s contents.

Find additional information 
under Naming Conventions.

16

Title
Subtitle

Document Tags

Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Summary

Visual Asset

Index

Section Title



Section Title
A section title is a work, 
phrase or set of words 
addressing or referring to a 
specific section of a 
document. 

Find additional information 
under Naming Conventions.

17

Summary

Index

Section Title

Content Visual Asset



Visual Asset(s)
Visual asset(s) are images, 
illustrations, graphs, tables 
and diagrams used to 
complement or further 
describe content.

Find additional information 
under Imagery and 
Infographics.

18

Title
Subtitle

Document Tags

Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Summary

Visual Asset

Index

Section Title



Index
An index is an account of all 
document sections, 
arranged in chronological 
order & hyperlinked to their 
content for quick and easy 
navigation. 

This feature is only 
necessary of documents 
containing more than one 
section.

19

Title
Subtitle

Document Tags

Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Summary

Visual Asset

Index

Section Title



Layout
Elements within a document 
should follow the Rule of 
Thirds, or be purposely 
misaligned, when emphasis 
of a specific element/subject 
is intended.

Green circles represent areas 
of alignment.

The blue circle is intentionally
misaligned, to stress its 
importance.

20



Interactive Text

21



Interactive Text
Interactive text, or 
“hypermedia” is used to 
create non-linear paths for 
users to follow content.

Click the “option” to access 
its definition and layout 
guidelines.

Tagging

Hyperlinking

Hover Boxes

22



Tagging
Tagging is an information 
cataloging technique where 
associated content is “linked”
through a designated 
keyword of phrase.

Tags should mirror any 
established Information 
Architecture. 

Find additional information 
under Document Tag(s).

23

Following a “tag” 
opens an index of all 
documents sharing 

the same designation. 



Hyperlinking
Hyperlinking is an embedded 
command allowing users to 
jump somewhere else on the 
intranet.

This technique encourages 
users with less experience & 
or/insight to find additional 
information about a concept 
or process. 

Use these guidelines when 
applying a hyperlink.

Never construct a 
sentence around a link 
phrase.

Write the sentence as your normally would, and 
place the link anchor on the keywork or phrase 
that best describes supplemental content.

“Click here for more information”

24



Hover Boxes
Hover boxes are an 
additional layer of content, 
usually text, which becomes 
visible upon cursor hover.

Unlike hyperlinking or 
tagging, where supplemental 
information is offered for 
further discovery, hover 
boxes share information 
critical to understanding 
content; key for novice users.

Apply this technique to…

Define

Clarify

Explain

Share

Display

a word

a time period

an acronym

a shortcut or “tip”

a small visual asset
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Color Palette
The reference libraries color 
palette follows corporate 
guidelines, as outlined in the 
Interactive Brand Guidelines.
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Typography
Typography choices for the 
reference libraries follow 
corporate guidelines, as 
outlined in the Interactive 
Brand Guidelines.

As a general rule, no more 
than 4 text sizes are used per 
webpage, though fewer is 
better, if possible.

Primary (body) text should 
equal at least 16px, but 
should increase if content 
allows.

Title
Primary

Secondary

Tertiary/Caption/Label

16px

- 2 sizes

- 4 sizes

Standard Size
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Iconography
According to the Interactive
Brand Guidelines,
iconography is used to 
support information or 
emphasize key point.

Locate available options by 
following links to the Icon 
Libraries (right).

Icon Libraries
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Naming Conventions
“Names” aren’t limited to
the title or heading of a
document, they include 
subtitles, section headings, 
captions and labels, too. 

A strong “name” means the 
user can quickly scan a page 
and easily discern what it 
contains.

A name should be…

Unique

Concise

Plainly Worded
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Acronyms & Abbreviations
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Acronyms
All acronyms must appear 
capitalized, without a space, 
and be defined once -- title 
or phrase appearing first, in 
all works.

If the title or phrase is a 
proper noun, the definition is 
capitalized. Otherwise, 
lowercase spelling is 
appropriate.

New York State of Health (NYSOH)
new york state of heath (nysoh)

obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD)
Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (ocd)
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Abbreviations
Unless included in the latest 
edition of the Merriam-
Webster Dictionary, 
abbreviations are not used 
the reference libraries.

As with acronyms, any 
abbreviation is defined first, 
in every work, before using it 
as reference. 

Consider including a hover
box to display an acronym/ 
abbreviation’s definition, or 
vice versa.

(NYSOH)
New York State of Health

obsessive compulsive disorder
(OCD)
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Infographics
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Infographics
An infographic is a visual 
representation of data 
through an illustration, table 
or graph.

Follow the hyperlinks (right) 
for guidance.

Naming

Labeling

Legend
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Naming
All infographics must carry a 
name; either a short title or 
“figure”, defined by a 
number. 

The title should appear left-
aligned and below the 
infographic.

Infographics must appear 
immediately following their 
first textual reference, and
center-aligned with content.

Figure 1
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Labeling
Color alone cannot be used to 
distinguish information. In 
fact, too much color variance 
sends mixed messaged to the 
user – “Where should I look?”

Instead, apply these labeling 
techniques, chosen for 
accessibility.

Iconography
Recognizable, no matter language or literacy

Pattern
Accounts for color-blindness

Letters or Numbers
Applied when space is limited B

C

A
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Label Proximity
Whenever able, annotations 
should exist within close(st) 
proximity to the information 
they describe.

Available blank space will 
steer the label’s location 
within the design.

Direct
Affixing an annotation to a design element

Indirect
Pointing from a design element to its 
annotation

B

C

A

B

C

A

A

B

C
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Legend
A legend or key describes the 
selected labeling technique. 

Legends must be left-aligned 
and appear inside the 
information, not free-
standing.

Figure 1

B

C

A

A

B

C

Legend:

A Apples

B Bananas

C Oranges
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Imagery
Although discussed in the
Interactive Brand Guidelines, 
imagery found in the 
reference libraries is far more 
practical than aspirational.

Typical materials include 
screenshots from our 
operating system and 
ancillary applications, or of 
our customer-facing 
website(s).

Rely on these rules when 
scrubbing images before 
placement in the reference 
libraries.

personal health information (PHI)

personal identifiable information (PII)

Content Guidelines:

Scrubbing Aesthetics:
Remove completely; an undetectable omission

Blur information; its clear something was there

Replace with “dummy” information

Red boxes, squiggly lines or censor bars
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